Dear reader,

I am thrilled to announce our newest and 34th website, Climate Change ProCon.org, which explores the core question "Is human activity a substantial cause of global climate change?" Read on for more about our latest website as well as our new question about abortion.

1. **NEW ProCon.org Website! Is human activity a substantial cause of global climate change?**

Over the 20th century the earth warmed 1-1.4°F and climate changes including more intense heat waves, stronger hurricanes, loss of sea ice, glacier retreat, and more droughts have occurred. As of Apr. 2010, levels of the greenhouse gas CO2 were 389 parts per million - allegedly higher than at any time in the last 650,000 years.

Some people argue that rising levels of human-produced greenhouse gases are warming the planet and causing the climate to change. Others argue that reported greenhouse gas increases are too small to change the climate, and that 20th century warming has been the result of natural processes such as fluctuations in the sun's heat and ocean currents. ProCon.org's newest and 34th issue website explores the pros and cons in this debate.

2. **Abortion: Should abortion be legal?**

Read pro and con arguments from Planned Parenthood, Mother Teresa, President Obama, the Pro-Life Action League, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations, the National Association of Evangelicals, and many others.

3. **Teachers and Librarians, Please Take Our Survey**

ProCon.org has now been used by 1,267 schools in 31 countries and all 50 US states. The newest international schools using ProCon.org are in Kazakhstan and Kenya. If you are not a teacher or librarian, please forward the survey link to any teachers or librarians you know. We greatly appreciate your help in expanding the number of schools using ProCon.org.

Please help [support us in any one of seven different ways today](http://app.e2ma.net/app2/campaigns/archived/27062/4a9fc196748da8ae...).

All supporters are recognized on the ProCon.org Donors page (unless you prefer anonymity) and, if you donate $100 or more, we'll send you with our thanks, one of our cool, new ProCon.org caps.

As always, thank you so much for your support and continued interest in the nonpartisan research at ProCon.org.

Sincerely,

---

[Subscribe](http://app.e2ma.net/app2/campaigns/archived/27062/4a9fc196748da8ae...) to our email list